APPENDIX X – 6
SchoolCity enhancements for SY2017-18:

- Premade formative assessments were converted to also be an online deliverable
- EngageNY Mid and End of Module assessments were converted to also be an online deliverable
- EngageNY exit tickets were added (online delivery option)
- Item Bank expanded by tens of thousands of items (ELA and Math) & hundreds of passages; TUSD purchased this expanded Item Bank for SY 1819
- Personalized Review Assignment (PRA) feature added to allow test creators to designate online resources for standards-based re-teach/enrichment
- Assessment Accommodation Profile feature added for streamlined designation of testing accommodations
- Assessment Translation Tool added so students can translate tests to languages using Google translator
- Student portal data reports now include uploaded data (ex. AzMERIT)
- Graphs and charts added to student history data reports
- TUSD custom demographic filters, which include USP ethnicity, have been adjusted to also include Region filter
- Student and Staff Survey tool has been added with development input from TUSD